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Abstract
Representing Mathematical Concepts Associated With
Formulas Using Math Entity Cards
Abishai Dmello, M.S.
Rochester Institute of Technology, 2019
Supervisor: Dr. Richard Zanibbi
We introduce Math Entity Cards, a modified version of existing En-
tity Cards specifically tailored for Math Information Retrieval. Math Entity
Cards help connect formulas to titles and description and make the naviga-
tion between formulas and text related to formulas, seamless. These cards are
populated from a new knowledge base, created by extracting and combining
formulas, titles and descriptions from three different sources, Wikidata, Wik-
tionary & ProofWiki. We demonstrate a novel approach of using entity cards
for auto-complete by integrating our cards into a Math-Aware Search Inter-
face: MathSeer. This helps create a new ecosystem for consuming information
during formula editing and search. We design and conduct a human experi-
ment, in a math information retrieval setting and find statistical evidence for
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Navigating currently between formulas of mathematical concepts and
their associated names or descriptions is a rather long and sometimes tedious
process. Math Entity Cards are designed to help make this transition from
formula to concept as well from concept to formula, simple and straightfor-
ward.
Mathematical formulas are a part of the abstraction process, they have
both syntax and semantics and are widely used to convey some information,
just like text. However, existing text search engines are not built to support
mathematical formulas. They either treat formulas as LATEX strings or assume
meaning based on surrounding text or ignore the math altogether. Thus when
searching for mathematical concepts, this leads to longer search sessions, in-
crease in the number of query reformulations and an overall decrease in the
search experience.
Contrary to text search engines that focus primarily on text, math
search engines revolve mainly around formulas as an input while also support-
ing text based search. Existing math information retrieval (MIR) systems such
as Approach0 [37], Tangent [26] and WikiMirs [11] display their results in a
manner similar to text based retrieval systems (Figure 1.1), by listing URLs
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Figure 1.1: Example of Search Results as presented by Approach0 - a math
aware search engine
and a small snippet of content that has the matched portion of the query
highlighted. While this is beneficial for regular or exploratory search, it does
not help look up factual information. That is to say if a user has entered a
formula that defines or is related to a mathematical concept or theorem, only
highlighting relevant/partial matches might miss out on addressing the search
intent, which is probably to know more about the concept or formula.
A few years ago text-based search engines faced a similar issue, but have
evolved from simple matching of text keywords, to now analyzing queries to
better understand and respond to a user’s information need. One way they do
so, is by supplementing the Search Engine Result Page (SERP) with additional
results based on an educated guess of what a user is looking for. For example,
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if we query the phrase “Albert Einstein” on any commercial text-search engine,
the results describe the famous theoretical physicist, by providing information
on who he was and what he accomplished, rather than just sources of text
where the phrase “Albert Einstein” occurs. Balog K. defines this approach of
returning information about entities (real world uniquely identifiable objects)
as Entity Oriented Search [2]. This behavior of search engines hence reflects
an understanding of query terms where information collected about real world
entities is fetched based on relationships between what is being asked, and
what is already known about the entity.
1.1 Mathematical Concepts as Entities
There are certain mathematical equations and concepts that are more
familiar to users than others, e.g. ‘Pythagorean Theorem’ which is usually
represented by the equation
a2 + b2 = c2 (1.1)
If we search for the text phrase ‘Pythagorean Theorem’ in a commer-
cial search engine, along with the regular results we are provided with a small
info-box also called an Entity Card. Figure 1.2a and 1.2b, each provide an ex-
ample of the entity card for two common text search engines Google and Duck-
DuckGo. As we see both cards have the same description for the Pythagorean
theorem, a common image and a link to the common source of extraction, i.e.
Wikipeida. This extraction of entity cards for text search engines naturally
follows a text-based or text first approach, of matching keywords to pages and
3
(a) Google (b) DuckDuckGo
Figure 1.2: Examples of an entity card on different search engines for a common
query : ‘Pythagorean Theorem’
extracting general descriptions from the page. However from a mathematical
search perspective the card does not have either a formula, description of
the formula and its variables, or applications of the concept, which we
believe is crucial in addressing a user’s math informational need. With a few
more clicks and effort to filter through some more information a user would
possibly find the formula, its description and the corresponding applications.
Math-aware search engines on the other hand, revolve mainly around
formulas as inputs, we hence describe a process of using formulas as starting
point to fetch names (titles) and descriptions of concepts to which these for-
mulas act as attributes. We describe this to be a formula first approach by
working our way from formulas to concepts instead of concepts to formulas,







Usage 1 Usage 2 
Usage
Figure 1.3: Math entity card template
1.2 Problem Statement & Contributions
This thesis aims to explore the following research questions:
1. If mathematical concepts are entities, can formulas be associated with
them? If yes, can we use entity cards to navigate between formulas and
concepts?
2. Would providing more mathematical information during search be ben-
eficial to users?
In order to address the research questions, the following contributions are made
as part of this thesis:
1. An alternate design of entity cards (Figure 1.3), specifically meant to
address various types of mathematical search needs, that current entity
cards for text-based mathematical search do not address.
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2. Populating individual components (title, formula and description)
of these cards by compiling data from existing structured and semi-
structured data-sources.
3. A human experiment to study the usefulness of individual card compo-
nents while searching for mathematical content from both a text query
and a LATEX query input.
4. Creation of an index on both titles and formulas, that can be queried
via an API, and demonstrating an alternate use of these cards as a form
of auto-complete.
1.2.1 Math Entity Card Proposed Use Case by User Search Needs
Zhao et al. [36] were the first to categorize math user’s needs into
informational needs: searching for a name/alias, definition, derivation, ex-
planation, application etc. and resource needs: searching for paper, tutorial,
slides etc. However based on a taxonomy of web search goals as created by
Broder [4] there exists a third web-search need that is relevant to math search
as well, a navigational need. The purpose of a navigational need is to re-find
the exact page/document containing the formula, that was previously encoun-
tered.
For a beginner looking for the concept associated to an unknown for-
mula or for an expert looking for a precise technical description of either a
concept or a formula, Math entity cards can help address this informational
need. For an expert looking to understand other related concepts connected
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to a concept of interest or a beginner looking for a tutorial of the existing
concept, Math entity cards could help address this resource need. Math
entity cards in general help provide a two way access of navigating to either
the concept from the formula or the formula from the concept, thus addressing
a navigational need.
We first introduce the existing work on entity cards and their studied ef-
fects in text search engines followed by the work done in extracting descriptions
for mathematical formulas. We then provide our modifications to the existing
designs of entity cards to create math entity cards. Rather than extracting
title, formula and descriptions triples from sentences as done in the previous
work, chapter 4 discusses about methods in which these card components can
be populated by compiling data from existing sources. It also describes how
by creating a dual index on both formulas and titles, these cards are used as
auto-complete in MathSeer. Chapter 5 describes the human experiment car-
ried out to observe the usefulness of individual card components (title, formula
& descriptions), in isolation without any search interface. Chapter 6 describes
our results and observations from the human experiment. Finally we discuss




Zhao et al. [36] propose the notion of ‘Keyword-to-Expression Linking’
i.e. the resolution of expressions to terminology (e.g a2+b2 = c2 to Pythagorean
theorem) as a means to bridge the gap, between making expression searching
and relevance ranking relevant to users while maintaining the usability of key-
word searches in text-search engines. Sapa et al. [30] in their user study on
information seeking behaviour of mathematicians, scientists and students, ob-
serve that students search more often for reference works (encyclopedias and
dictionaries etc.) and more often use, search engines designed to find specific
objects (e.g. graphics, audio files, multimedia objects). Although this could
be a result of the need of learning or homework activities, they do classify it as
both an informational and resource need. They also found a majority of both
students and scientist starting their math information search from Google, a
text based search engine.
Mansouri et al. [23] were the first to characterize searches for math-
ematical concepts from search engine query logs. Apart from longer search
sessions they found that math queries are considerably longer on average than
typical web queries and have long runs of cut-and-paste text. They also found
amongst the requested content, tutorials in any form (text, slides, videos or
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any combination) were the most frequently requested content type followed by
PDF and video. Based on the frequency of question type keywords in math
queries they found ‘What’ followed by words such as Formula (60%), Equation
(11%) and Used for (9%) to be occurring in 69.5% of queries. This by Zhao’s
definition demonstrates that a considerable amount of math based informa-
tion needs are informational in that, the search is mainly for data that can be
considered as facts related to a mathematical concept.
Long length of math queries, extensive query refinement and longer
search sessions also results in lower satisfaction levels as predicted by Man-
souri et al. [23]. This in some way could be attributed towards search engines
not being able to interpret/understand what exactly is being asked. Text
based search engines do not deal with mathematical expressions as well as
they deal with text queries, the reason for this is firstly, the input to these en-
gines are purely text based, which means users would have to resort to either
entering LATEX for mathematical expressions or using some set of keywords for
mathematical terms. This like Zhao et al. [36] and Wangari et al. [33] studied,
results in an expression gap between users and search systems. Users spend
more time on creating a query and reformulating it in a manner that the search
engines understands and can then return results that are meaningful to the
user.
Search however is only a part of the process, when an information need
arises, it is not the end. Text-based search engines are constantly working on
innovative ways to understand user queries and present information in ways
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that are more readily consumable. This chapter describes some of the ways
text-based search engines are doing so and draws connections to previous work
in math information retrieval which when combined could be applied to im-
prove how users search and consume math information.
2.1 What is an Entity?
Balog K. in his book on Entity-Oriented Search [2] defines an entity
to be a uniquely identifiable object or thing, that can be characterized by its
name(s), type(s), attributes, and relationships to other entities. The author
goes onto further classify entities into
• Named Entities: which are entities that can be mapped to a real world
object e.g., Albert Einstein or Golden Gate Bridge.
• Concepts: Abstract objects that map to mathematical, philosophical,
physical, psychological social concepts or sometimes even natural phe-
nomena, e.g., Triangle, Conscience or Earthquake.
The author also mentions that from previous studies on query logs, about
40-70% of queries issued to general text search engines either have an entity
mentioned or target some specific entities. Mansouri et al. [23] had conducted
their study by identifying mathematical entities represented as text keywords
in query logs. They found approximately 400,000 queries out of 27 million
records that contained at least one distinctive mathematical term (e.g. ‘Taylor
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Series’). This supports the idea of “Entity Oriented Search” as coined by
Balog, for math Information Retrieval as well.
2.2 What are Entity Cards? How are they created?
Search engines such as Bing, DuckDuckGo, and Google have started
responding to queries containing identifiable entities such as “Einstein Educa-
tion” or “Albert Einstein Family” with Entity Cards also known as summary
cards (Figure 2.1a & Figure 2.1b). The entity cards appear on top right hand
side of the Search Engine Result Page (SERP) so as to supplement the other
search results (10-blue links) for a query.
(a) Query : ‘Einstein Education’ (b) Query :‘Albert Einstein Family’
Figure 2.1: Example of entity card displayed on the Google SERP for different
queries
Entity cards are a concise, independent (from the SERP by appearing
on the right hand side of the search results), collection of information includ-
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ing a title/name, possibly an image and a summary: a set of facts from an
underlying knowledge base, all that describe the entity [9]. In (Figure 2.1a &
Figure 2.1b) we notice both the queries have ‘Einstein’ in common, which is
considered to be the common entity.
Studies by Bota et al. [3] have attempted to answer questions such as
• How does the card presence and content influence users’ search behaviour
and perceived workload?
• Do card properties, such as card coherence (whether card contents are
coherent and all focus on the same topic of a user’s query) and vertical
diversity (whether cards contain visually salient blocks of elements, such
as Images), have an effect on search behaviour and workload?
By conducting a large scale crowd study they have been able to measure and
analyze the following:
• Card Interactions, which refers to how users engage with entity cards
containing both on topic and off topic content.
• Web Interactions, which focuses on searchers engagement with non-
paid/non-advertised (organic) web results displayed on the SERP.
• Workload, which focuses on the perceived task load as measured by a
post study questionnaire.
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Their study find differences in user’s interaction with entity cards and search
results due to on-topic and off-topic card contents. They found searchers
spend less time interacting with organic web results when the entity card is
off topic compared to being on-topic or even absent. Their studies verify a
logical assumption of searchers issuing less modified queries when the entity
card is on-topic as compared to off-topic. With respect to the workload, their
study finds on-topic entity cards do not affect perceived workload as compared
to absence of entity cards, however off topic entity cards could generate more
workload because of the additional information users need to examine.
Entity cards are present not just for regular queries but also for queries
containing health related conditions. Consumer Health Search (CHS) is de-
scribed to be a challenging domain with challenges such as vocabulary mis-
match, and lack of domain expertise which affect both query formulation and
result interpretation. Recent user studies in domain specific entity cards by
Jimmy et al. [14], have found Health Cards being able to help less knowl-
edgeable users search and diagnose health conditions as effectively as more
knowledgeable users. They conclude that Health Cards are best suited for
well-defined health search tasks (e.g.Factual Scenarios) rather than exploratory
tasks. In a follow up study Jimmy et al. [15] investigate the effectiveness of
Health cards to assist in decision making in CHS, where in they propose a
novel multi-card interface. A multi-card interface shows multiple cards all
stack adjacently to allow users to perform comparison based diagnosis (differ-
ential diagnosis). They conclude that the multi-card interface helps users to
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make health decisions such as correct diagnosis and predicting the urgency of
treatment with significantly lesser effort than a single card. The challenges
faced by CHS however is analogous to math information retrieval and many
other domain specific information retrieval scenarios where in users might know
the exact term to query and hence approximate the query by self describing
the situation. This more often than not, results in users modifying the query
and repeating the search to narrow down results. To help with CHS, there is
also the development of tool or info-tip with entity card like functionality by
Lopes et al. [21] to Assist Health Consumers while searching for the web by
providing Medical Annotations. The tool annotates medical concepts present
on a web page and allows access to information such as concept definition,
related concepts and links to external references for these annotated concepts.
2.2.1 Entity Card Creation
Text-based search engines such as Google and Bing make use of their
own proprietary knowledge bases/graphs to generate entity cards. They do so
by fetching the name/title, an image, a description or summary and a set of
facts from this knowledge base, all that describe the entity [12].
In Figure 2.1a and Figure 2.1b the information on the card changes,
with changes in the query, although both queries have the same entity i.e.
‘Einstein’ each entity card differs a bit in content, query for ‘Albert Einstein
Family’ responds with a card containing information about his parents, spouse
and children which are not present for the query ‘Einstein Education.’ This
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is an example of dynamic summarization where in the contents of the card
are query-dependent. Studies by Hasibi et al. [9] were the first to explore
the concept of dynamic summarization for entity cards. They define dynamic
summarization as a two step process comprising of fact ranking and summary
generation. The fact ranking step includes ranking of facts according to impor-
tance and/or relevance to terms in the query. The second step is the rendering
of these facts on the entity card. Their studies find users preferring dynamic
summaries, those that are query-dependent over static summaries that are
query-agnostic.
2.3 Math Entity Cards
Seeing the positive effect entity cards have on text information retrieval,
we assume they would carry forward to math information retrieval and hence
propose the creation of math entity cards. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work that introduces and describes the design, creation and
studies the effects of these cards in math information retrieval. As we shall see
there has been prior work addressing challenges in each area of card creation
such Information Extraction (Title, Description/Definition), Entity Linking
and Knowledge Base creation for mathematics in isolation. But the concept
of using creating and using a math entity card for math information retrieval
is new. We suspect this mainly since Entity Cards as a concept for text search
engines themselves are a fairly recent idea and also primarily because formulas
are not fully supported in standard text-based search engines.
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2.3.1 Information Extraction From Surrounding Text
Quoc et al. [28] initiated work around extracting co-reference relations
between formulas and the surrounding text in Wikipedia. They do so by find-
ing textual overlaps between formulas converted to text and text descriptions
around formulas. They call this approach as surface level text matching and
represent it by Equation 2.1. Their work describes the extraction of a Concept,
Description and Formula (CDF) triple, in which a concept is defined to be a
name or a title of a formula. Their extraction process creates a candidate con-
cept for any noun phrase in the title, section headings or text written in bold
or italic in Wikipedia articles. The selection of descriptions is based on the
noun phrases (NP) that occur after variations of the verb ‘to be’. Examples
of the candidate pairs are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Examples of candidate triples from the selection process
Concept Description Formula
the sine of an
angle
the ratio of the length of the
opposite side to the length of
the hypotenuse






a polynomial equation of the
second degree
ax2 + bx+ c = 0
Their work starts out by considering only those CDF triple’s that lie in
the same paragraph. After the generation of candidate CDF triples, surface
level text matching is used to classify each candidate as true or not based on
a similarity score given by Equation 2.1. Surface level text matching can be
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defined as a ratio of overlap between text keywords as follows
sim(F,C,D) =
|TF ∩ TC |





where TF , TC and TD are sets of words extracted from Formula(F), Concept(C)
and Description(D) respectively. The common math operators are converted
to text, e.g. ‘+’ is converted to ‘plus’ and ‘\frac’ is converted to ‘divide’, this
implies
• Math formulas are converted to a textual representation, which may
cause some loss in the structural and syntactical information they carry.
• The method is not applicable to less common operators, variables and
other identifiers.
Candidates are then classified as ‘True’ if they meet a sim(F, CD) score
no larger than 1/3. Candidates that are not classified as true, are then re-
examined in a second pass by using patterns generated from the Candidates
that are classified as true after the surface level matching step. Table 2.2
shows examples of the extracted patterns. CONC, DESC and FORM are
placeholders for Concept, Description and Formula respectively. The clas-
sified candidates are finally evaluated manually. Their best system had an
accuracy of 68.33% out of 138,285 CDF candidates after manual evaluation.
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Table 2.2: Examples of extracted patterns from candidates after the surface
level text matching process
Pattern
CONC is DESC: FORM
CONC is DESC. In our case FORM
CONC is DESC. So, ...., FORM
CONC FORM
Yokoi et al. [34] improve upon this work by first manually construct-
ing a reference data-set of 100 Japanese Scientific papers. With the help of
pattern matching and machine learning methods they demonstrate the chal-
lenges and feasibility of fetching variable names and function definitions from
surrounding natural language descriptions. Their work focuses mainly on con-
necting elements of mathematical expressions with their names, definitions
and explanations, which they refer as mathematical mentions. For example
given a sentence, “We defined the precision(P) as follows P = W
W+Y
where
W is the number of extracted correct-labeled pairs and Y is that of extracted
fault-labeled pairs.” The extraction process should result in: P - the precision,
W - the number of extracted correct-labeled pairs and Y that of extracted
fault-labeled pairs. The task is then defined to be automatically identify-
ing such connections and validated them against the hand annotated data-
set. Since this was the first work on linking formulas to descriptions, only
compound nouns (combination of two independent words that has its own
meaning individually) in the same sentence was considered as possible candi-
dates for mathematical mentions. Their basic approach also presupposes that
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the mathematical mentions co-occur with the target mathematical expression
within the same sentence. They also evaluate an SVM-based binary classifi-
cation approach, using a set of eight manually identified patterns. Apart form
the eight pattern features they make use of other linguistic cues to help in the
classification. Table 2.3 shows a subset of the features used for the SVM based
approach.
Table 2.3: Subset of Features used for Machine learning
Features Explanations
Another mathematical expression, comma, or
opening or closing brackets
Test existence of another mathematical expression,
comma between the target noun and the mathemat-
ical expression.
Order Test whether the target noun lies anterior to the math-
ematical expression or not.
Composition If the target noun is a compound noun
Every feature has a binary value of whether or not the feature is present
for a sample. On further analyses of their data-set we discovered a problem of
class imbalance problem where in there are 3,867 positive samples and 53,153
negative samples in training and 1,193 and 16,219 negative instances; unfor-
tunately they do not mention how they handle this situation. They propose
a novel approach for an evaluation criteria: soft and strict matching. Soft
matching, considers the classified result to be true if they partially match
the human annotated ones. Strict matching, as the name suggest considers
the classified result to be true only if they exactly agree with human an-
notated ones. Their overall F-1 score on the test data-set is 89.20 for Soft
Matching vs 84.25 for Strict Matching which considering an initial approach
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looks very promising, however if we consider the initially pointed out limi-
tations of a single compound noun and an imbalanced data-set we quickly
realize that the practical applications of this method are low. To overcome
the first challenge Kristianto et al. [20] propose a design guideline for an-
notating scientific papers for mathematical formula Search. They assume a
single mathematical formula can have multiple descriptions. Each descrip-
tion could be of two types short description that specifies the type or cat-
egory of the formula e.g log(x) is a function and long description log(x) is
a function that computes the natural logarithm of the value x. Kristianto et
al. [8] carry forward the same work for the extraction of textual descriptions
from scientific papers. They describe three different approaches for extracting
the definitions of mathematical expressions under the assumption that defini-




The nearest neighbor method is the baseline method and works under the as-
sumption that the textual definition is a combination of adjectives and nouns
that occur before a mathematical expression. They make use of a part of
speech tagger to obtain the annotation of words (classification of words as ad-
jectives, nouns and verbs) surrounding the expression. The pattern matching
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Table 2.4: E.g. of Sentence Patterns
No. Sentence Pattern
1. ... denoted (as | by) MATH DEF
2. (let | set) MATH (denote | denotes | be) DEF
3. MATH (is | are) DEF
approach tries to capture the sentence patterns (as a set of rules) in which
definitions are usually mentioned in Scientific papers. Table 2.4 provides ex-
amples of the sentence patterns used in the pattern matching method. In Table
2.4, MATH and DEF symbols denote the target mathematical expression, its
definition, and other mathematical expressions, respectively. The machine
learning approach uses all the patterns from the pattern matching step along
with some other features such as location, unigram, bigram and trigram scores
etc. For the strict matching criteria they were able to achieve a precision of
73.60, recall of 30.09 and an F-score of 42.46, and for the soft matching criteria
they were able to obtain a precision of 80.08, recall of 40.30 and an F-score
of 53.29, while impressive their data set consists of only 14 scientific papers
and hence might not have the coverage needed to support math information
retrieval at a large scale.
Kristianto et al. [19] improve on their previous description extraction
methods of mathematical expressions and assess the coverage of several types
of textual span: fixed context window, apposition, minimal noun phrase and
all noun phrases. Table 2.5 gives the explanation of each individual textual
span.
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Table 2.5: Textual Span Definitions
Textual Span Explanations
Fixed Context Window Ten words before and after the target expression
Apposition A preceding noun phrase that has the same referent
(apposition) relation with the target math expression
Minimal Noun Phrase The first compound noun phrase from a complex noun
phrases that contains prepositions, adverbs or other
noun phrases.
All Noun phrase All noun phrases in the target sentence.
Similar to their previous work their evaluation included two methods
soft and strict matching of definitions. Where in a candidate would pass the
strict matching evaluation if its position, in terms of start index and length
is the same as the gold standard. And a candidate would pass soft matching
evaluation if its position contains, is contained in or overlaps with the position
of the gold standard description for the same expression. Their evaluation in
terms of both strict and soft matching of definitions helps conclude “apposi-
tion” gives the highest F1-score, but “minimal noun phrase” and “all noun
phrase” produces the highest recall. They also point out why their previous
methods [25, 20, 8] work only in particular cases e.g. Expecting an expression
to have all its defining terms within a specified context window.
2.3.2 Math Entity Linking
Entity linking can be described as mapping entities in unstructured free
text to known entities in a knowledge base. A variation of entity linking is
wikification, which identifies an entity and locates its corresponding Wikipedia
article. Linking Mathematical Expressions to Wikipedia was first explored by
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Kristianto et al. [17]. They formalize the idea as “Given a document d con-
taining a set of math mentions (math expressions/formulas) M = {m1, ..,mn}
assign each math mention mi a Wikipedia article ti.” The method used by
Giovanni et al. [17] is not purely formula/expression based, and makes use of
the surrounding text as part of two enrichment steps that are performed. The
enrichment steps are as follows:
• Math Enrichment
• Text Enrichment
The math enrichment step is similar to a query expansion technique where
the entire math expression is split into multiple sub-expressions based on the
top-level (in)equality. This is done to help increase the percentage of partial
match in case there is no exact match of the query. The output of this step is a
set, that includes the original math expression along with sub expressions from
the split. The text enrichment step creates a concatenation of noun phrases
that contain the math expression or a sub-expression along with extracted
textual description of the formula, from the same input document d, based
on approaches used in their earlier work [19]. After the enrichment step a
new query qi is created which contains both math and text and this is used to
identify which Wikipedia article the math mention should link to.
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2.3.3 Mathematical Knowledge Base Creation
Math entity cards are expected to function in a similar manner as entity
linking where isolated formulas will be matched to entries in a knowledge base
to fetch known factual information regarding the formula. This subsection
describes work focussed at developing mathematical knowledge bases.
With the rise of XML based languages such as MathML [1], Open-
Math [5] and OMDoc [16], all with a focus of supporting exchange of math-
ematical information over the web, there has been prior attempts to create
knowledge bases that serve as a repository mathematical information although
not mainly for information retrieval, but for automated theorem proving and
finding proven mathematical properties [7]. There has also been attempts to
translate information between different libraries [12] with a goal to make the
information more machine readable.
Today’s machine readable data in knowledge bases [27] are stored in
an inter-operable format such as Resource Description Framework (RDF) also
known as Linked Open Data. RDF use statements to define and capture
relationships between objects. The statements are stored as triples of the
form subject-predicate-object. Nevzorova et al. [24] experimented with simi-
lar methods of proximity based matching of mathematical variables with noun
phrases described earlier, to try and get math data to Linked Open Data.
They were able to get 68% accuracy in picking formulas and their defining
terms on 300 papers. This is a relatively small sample to use as a knowledge
base for math entity cards.
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2.4 Summary
As seen, there is a lack of a sufficiently large annotated data-set to train
a machine learning model to identify formulas and their associated definitions
in unstructured data. This could be attributed to the difficulty of simulta-
neously considering the semantics of formulas along with the semantics of
the surrounding text while annotating the data. We make use of the earlier
approaches in annotating candidates but reduce our candidate pool by con-
sidering only structured and semi-structured data known to be concise, thus
reducing the uncertainty of whether the text is a description or not. We make
use of Wikidata (structured), Wiktionary and ProofWiki (semi-structured) to
first identify formulas and then select descriptions and definitions surrounding
the formula. Since these data sources, describe a single concept per page/entry




Math Entity Card Design
The primary focus of math entity cards are to enable users to navigate
seamlessly between formulas and their concepts. By this we mean, allowing
users to enter a name of a concept and find its defining formula, or enter a
formula and find concepts with which this formula is associated. Entity cards
across different commercial text retrieval engines appear to follow a standard
design guideline as shown in Figure 3.1a. Users of these search engines have
overtime learned to consume a variety of information in the same info-box lay-
out. We wish to use, this familiarity with respect to consuming information
in the same layout to our advantage.
In this chapter, we propose our design decisions for math entity cards,
but for the human experiment we make use of the card with only the title,
formula and a single description. We propose the addition of a formula field,
along with multiple descriptions to support understanding of mathematical
concept across different levels of understanding. We also propose the intro-
duction of a usage section that could include examples of the usage or ap-
plication of the mathematical concept or formula. We introduce math entity
cards for symbols, with each card representing a unique concept/functionality
for the symbol. We demonstrate the use of math entity cards as a form of
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auto-complete where in users could enter either the formula or the title of a
concept and receive a card directly at query time.
















(b) Math entity card layout
Figure 3.1: Similarities & differences in layout between common entity card
as described by Balog K. [2] and proposed math entity card.
3.1 Formula Description Card Designs
(a) General Template (b) Sigmoid Function (c) Riemann Zeta
Figure 3.2: Examples of math entity cards with title and formula only.
Wikipedia indicates the source URL.
Figure 3.2 shows examples of a basic math entity card. We decide to
preserve the title and propose to replace the image section with a field for
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the formulas associated with a math entity. The reason for this is we believe
not all mathematical entities can be represented by an image, but they would
most likely have a defining formula. We place the formula field just below
the title to enable a visual connection between the two. This choice is made
keeping in mind that in a math-aware Engine, a user’s search would revolve
more around formulas and it would be beneficial to have the title and formula
as a pair more easily readable. To this basic card design we add a description
section (summary) that includes the description of the mathematical concept.
Wikipedia acts as the source URL and could point to any source from where
the formula/description for the particular mathematical concept is extracted.
For our research we consider three data sources, Wiktionary, Wikipedia and
Proof Wiki in increasing order of formal descriptions. We believe that due to
the complexity of mathematics in general, it is not always feasible to grasp
the meaning from one definition and thus having multiple definitions might
help. This could also help the more experienced users understand the concept
without dilution of information. Also there are some formulas/symbols for
example ‘α′ that are associated with multiple different concepts, in statistics
to denote significance level, in machine learning to denote learning rate or an-
gular acceleration in physics. Hence the more varied sources considered, the
better our chances at covering multiple concepts.
Three different card designs are presented in increasing amount of in-
formation, this is done to analyze how beneficial is mathematical information
when summarized and presented in the form of an info-box. The minimal card
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design in Figure 3.2 presents only the concept name along with the formula
that relates to this concept. We noticed during extraction, some formulas
have a passing reference of a concept without a description, in such situations
it could be at least helpful to provide the user with a name of the concept.
This minimal design might suffice in some cases. Users could further decide
whether they require additional information and search accordingly with the
help of the name of the concept(Title). Sometimes however a description of












A sigmoid function is a bounded,
differentiable, real function that is defined for
all real input values and has a non-negative










The Riemann zeta function is a function of a
complex variable s that analytically continues the
sum of the Dirichlet series which converges when
the real part of s is greater than 1.
(c) Riemann Zeta
Figure 3.3: Examples of math entity cards with title-formula and descrip-
tions/definitions
3.2 Math Entity Card: Additional Usage Section
We propose introducing a “Usage” section to indicate other areas where
a mathematical concept/formula is used, e.g. Figure 3.4b where a Sigmoid














A sigmoid function is a bounded,
differentiable, real function that is defined for
all real input values and has a non-negative













The Riemann zeta function is a function of a
complex variable s that analytically continues the
sum of the Dirichlet series which converges when
the real part of s is greater than 1.
Zipf's Law Casimir effect
Usage
(c) Riemann Zeta
Figure 3.4: Examples of math entity cards with title-formula-description and
a Usage section
Sine






Figure 3.5: sin θ card with related functions/operations as usage
concept to other areas as seen in figure 3.4c. The usage area could alternatively
be used to include a variety of operations that could be applied to the main
function for example Fig. 3.5 where in the user’s input query of ‘sin θ’ results in
an Entity Card of sin θ, instead of the usage however there are three links that
describe mathematical operations or transformations that could be applied to
the input query. Ideally they should have the following functionality:
• Reciprocal should lead a user to csc θ
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• Inverse should lead a user to θ = arcsin( opposite
hypotenuse
)
• Derivative lead a user to cos θ
While beneficial, this would require additional research. We believe one way
this could be achieved is by fetching sub sections from a Wikipedia page, for
example the Wikipedia page for Sine 1 has ‘Reciprocal’,‘Inverse’ and ‘Calculus’
as sub sections within Identities, with the help of some text processing it might
be possible to fetch meaningful related content. An alternative approach would
be to use a system similar to a computer algebra system that can fetch other
mathematical concepts that have a relationship with Sine.
3.3 Math Entity Cards for Symbols
Factorial
!
In mathematics, the factorial of a positive integer
n, denoted by n!, is the product of all positive
integers less than or equal to n: 





The statement !A is true if and only if A is
false. A slash placed through another
operator is the same as "!" placed in front.
Wikipedia
(b) Logical Negation
Figure 3.6: Math entity cards for mathematical symbols
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sine
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Formulas are created by a combination of symbols and variables in a
manner to convey some meaning or represent a relationship between them.
Symbols can hence be considered as independent building blocks of a formula.
The template for a math entity card is designed to accommodate math symbols
information as well. Users can thus obtain a description of what a symbol
represents and know the context in which it is used. This would help reduce
the guess work in searching for a symbol. Some symbols are polysemic in
nature, i.e., they have multiple meanings, depending on the context in which
they are used. For example, ‘!’ can be assumed to be either the ‘factorial’
or ‘logical negation’ depending on whether a user is concerned with the field
of combinatorics or propositional logic. Although the symbol is identical, the
concept is different. Hence, we decide to create a new card for every concept
attached to a symbol, if they are from different mathematical fields. This
opens up the possibility for a search engine to help users narrow down search
results by applying multiple filters based on faceted classification of the items
(faceted search) as seen in Figure 3.7. These categories (facets) are available




In mathematics, the absolute value or
modulus |x| of a real number x is the non-
negative value of x without regard to its
sign. Namely, |x| = x for a positive x, |x| =






(a) A card for the symbol | . . . | in Number Theory
Cardinality
| … |
In mathematics, the cardinality of a set is a
measure of the "number of elements of the
set". For example, the set A = { 2 , 4 , 6 }
contains 3 elements, and therefore A  has






(b) Another card for the same symbol | . . . | in Set Theory
Figure 3.7: Faceted Search for Symbol Cards
3.4 Alternate Descriptions for a Concept or Formula
As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, we make use of more
than one source for information extraction, this was primarily to address the









n choose k because there are  ways to
choose an (unordered) subset of elements
from a fixed set of n elements.
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For natural numbers (taken to include 0) n
and k, the binomial coefficient  can be
defined as the coefficient of the monomial 
 in the expansion of  .
( )  
   (1 +  ) 
Figure 3.8: Binomial Coefficient with multiple formulas and and multiple De-
scriptions
same mathematical concept. A single mathematical concept can have more
than one formula by which it can be identified. For example, in Fig. 3.8 we see
the mathematical entity ‘Binomial Coefficient’ to have more than one possible





, whereas the second





as part of a broader concept. Either of the
descriptions could be beneficial to a user depending on the information need.
However each description is closely associated with its individual formula,
we refer to this as a Formula-Description pair. Alternatively we could also
have multiple formulas but just have a single description associated to the
concept in general. To handle multiple formulas with a single description and
multiple formula-description pairs with a common presentation, we propose
two alternatives:
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• Carousel: A carousel feature would enable users to swipe across defini-
tions and formulas treated as pairs. In instances when a concept being
searched for has more than one formula-description pair associated with
it, the search engine must first display the formula that closely matches
the query and then display the others, associated for the concept. This




















 ! =   × (  − 1) × (  − 2). . . 3 × 2 × 1
(b) A Pop up modal interface to view multiple descriptions for symbols.
Figure 3.9: Stacked Cards with Pop Up
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• Pop up modal: Most often, we might received multiple formulas or
multiple descriptions associated with the concept but not as Formula-
Description pairs. In such situations we would need two independent
carousels one for the formulas and one for the descriptions. A pop up
modal that appears on an action (double-click) instead could help pro-
vide multiple snippets of both formulas and/or descriptions that exists
for the same concept. This approach provides a more focused view of
the mathematical concept being searched for. This approach can also
be used for polysemic symbols where the symbol representation stays
constant but the Title and Description are displayed as individual com-
ponents within the pop up as shown in Figure 3.9
3.5 Concept Titles & Aliases
Normal Distribution
(Also called :  Gaussian Distribution, Bell Curve)











In probability theory, the normal (or Gaussian or Gauss or Laplace–
Gauss) distribution is a very common continuous probability
distribution. Normal distributions are important in statistics and are
often used in the natural and social sciences to represent real-valued
random variables whose distributions are not known
Wikipedia
Figure 3.10: Normal Distribution Card with Aliases
There are instances where concepts have multiple different names but
have the same formula to represent them. These alternate names acts as syn-
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onyms for the concept. In such situations different users might enter different
concept names not knowing they all refer to the same concept. These extra
synonyms could be used as aliases (alternate names) for the concept. An alias
would allow different users to reach the same concept as well as learn the al-
ternative names by which that particular concept can be called. Aliases (i.e.
also called) are present in Health Cards generated by Google and Bing, as seen
in the study by Jimmy et al. [14]; we propose to make use of the same design
( Figure 3.10) to have aliases for math entity cards as well.
3.6 Math Entity Cards in a Math Aware Search Inter-
face
Text based search engines have entity cards as secondary sources of
information that are displayed along other results on the Search Engine Result
Page (SERP). However for math aware search engines, there is a possibility
of providing cards directly at query time as a form of auto-complete, this not
only helps save search time but also enhance a user’s ability to interact with
the search system.
As seen in Figure 3.11a Wolfram Alpha has multiple suggestions for ‘!’
but all of them are different examples of the same concept of factorial rather
than showing different concepts where in the ‘!’ exists e.g., Factorial and
Logical Negation. This indicates a popularity based ranking, based on past
searches or query logs, which is beneficial but does not provide any conceptual
information to a user. In Figure 3.11b there is only one suggestion for the
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formula c2 = a2, which again confirms a popularity based suggestion. However
there most likely exists multiple formulas that overlap with c2 = a2. This form
of popularity based auto-complete of only formulas has two limitations; one
it only provides formulas and no other information regarding the formula and
second it could be easily affected, if multiple users query the same formula with
minor changes to either the variables or the order of operations, this makes
searching for new concepts that have an overlap with the formula, difficult for
a user.
(a) Existing auto-complete for factorial with formula only
(b) Existing auto-complete for c2 = a2 with only one match
Figure 3.11: LATEX formula auto-complete as present in Wolfram Alpha
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Math entity cards help provide auto-complete results based on math-
ematical entities to which formulas are associated, this is not affected by a
popularity based search. As shown in Figure 3.12a by providing the title and
the formula when users enter a formula, users are given conceptual feedback
of a formula. This helps a user relate to concepts immediately, we assume
this would be more beneficial as compared to just providing other formulas
that appear similar since text is more prevalent than formulas. By indexing
both the formula and the title, a user could enter either a partial formula or
partial title to browse other math concepts having formulas/titles that overlap
with the input query. This could serve a purpose of comparison based decision
making, similar to the multi-card interface proposed by Jimmy et al. [15]. By
clicking on the card users are able to receive descriptions for concepts, that
provides information directly, this could either satisfy a factual information
need, or help alter a navigational information need.
Given the development of multi-modal canvas based systems such as
min [31] and their demonstrated usefulness in drawing and editing formulas
[33, 35], it would be beneficial for a user to drag the formula from an entity
card on to the canvas, modify it and search for other diverse results from there.
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(a) Math entity card as a form of auto-complete with title & formula only
(b) Math entity card as a form of auto-complete with title-formula & Description
Figure 3.12: Math entity Cards as auto-complete
3.7 Summary
We have seen alternate designs for math entity cards and the design
decisions that make them better suited for math information retrieval. We
have also briefly discussed applications of math entity cards in this chapter.




Math Entity Card Creation
As seen in the related work, extracting descriptions and titles for a for-
mula from unstructured data requires manual annotation and could introduce
a class imbalance problem. Given the presence of massive online open source
knowledge bases such as DBPedia, Wikidata, Wiktionary and ProofWiki we
decide to make use of basic data processing and rule-based information ex-
traction techniques to create math entity cards. We first describe the cre-
ation of math entity cards for the purpose of using them within MathSeer, a
math-aware search interface. These cards have additional features (alternate
descriptions and keyword based search) that are beneficial to have, but do
not yet have any formal experiment to confirm their benefits. Hence for our
human experiment we created cards without the additional features.
4.1 Math Entity Card Creation
In regular Wikipedia or scientific articles, a single page can contain
more than a single formula, this requires us to solve both an Entity Identi-
fication task (which formula amongst the others on the page represents the
concept) and Information Extraction (fetching a valid description of that for-
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Figure 4.1: A section of Pythagorean Theorem from Wikipedia, highlighted
are multiple valid definitions.
mula and concept). Figure 4.1 is a section of the Wikipedia page for the
Pythagorean Theorem1 and demonstrates an example of the challenges faced
for fetching title, formula and description of a mathematical concept from un-
structured data source such as Wikipedia.
We decide to simplify the process of card creation to focus first on
understanding the usefulness of math entity cards. We hence resort to fetch-
ing data from sources that reduce the ambiguity between multiple formulas
on a page and the number of valid descriptions of the concept. We begin
by extracting information from Wikidata (a structured knowledge base) and
then supplement it with information from Wiktionary and ProofWiki (semi-
structured knowledge bases). Wikidata is a structured knowledge base that
has an entity relationship (defining formula) as a specific field for mathemati-
cal formulas, and while its is possible to find individual pages with the help of




We hence first query Wikidata via its SPARQL end point3 for all the entries
that have a formula. This helps fetch formula, titles, descriptions and aliases
if any directly. Wikitionary and ProofWiki are considered as semi-structured
since each of the sources, have definitions for the concept demarcated under
specific section headers (e.g., ProofWiki == Definition ==). However, each of
these definitions could have more than one formula and there is a need to find
which formula should be associated with the concept. We extract, clean and
processes data from each of the available data stores and store them in our
relational knowledge base designed specifically for math entity card creation.
4.1.1 Extracting Formulas & Titles From Structured Data Sources
Wikidata is a structured representation of Wikipedia. Its data is avail-
able for download in JSON, RDF, and XML formats, and can be access via a
search API4. Each entry in Wikidata can be uniquely identified by an id, also
called QID, or Wikidata QID. Every entry has individual property identifiers
such as ISBN-13 (P212) that identifies books, or producer (P162) that identi-
fies person(s) who produced a film, musical work or other art works. Mathe-
matical Entities have a defining formula (P2534) property by which they can
be identified, which are represented in presentation MathML [1] format. As
of July 2019, 3644 entities were discovered that had at least one mathemati-




but only have their corresponding QIDs in the title, which does not convey
any useful information and are hence omitted. We found one duplicate entry
with difference in letter case, ‘First Law of Thermodynamics’ (Q25209772) vs
‘first law of thermodynamics ’ (Q179380). They both however have different
formulas, which we save under a single entry (First Law of Thermodynamics),
this gives us 3608 unique concepts having at least one mathematical formula.
Table 4.1 shows the distribution of formulas per concepts, as we see a consider-
able majority of concepts have a single formula. A total of 3572 mathematical
formulas were identified for the 3609 Concepts. Of these, 6 formulas were iden-
tified as mathematical symbols. Some of these formulas have references that
point a user to the source from where they are obtained, the others do not. On
checking the references we realize that Wikidata internally has bots importing
data from Wikimedia projects. This means the associations between formulas
and concepts are not always correct, and need some manual cleaning. But on
a visual inspection of 10% of the data, they seem accurate enough to be used
for math entity card creation. Further data validation is beyond the scope of
this thesis, as it would require manually checking every association. Existing
entity cards in search engines circumvent this problem by adding a feedback
option below the entity card, allowing users to provide feedback and point out
the ones that are incorrect
Wikidata also has an ‘itemDescription’ property that could we use to fill in
the description section of a math entity card. However, we found roughly 56%
(2038/3608) of the records have no description, and another 16% (577/3608)
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Table 4.1: Distribution of Formulas per Concept
Formulas per Concept 1 2 3 4 5 6 11
Number of Entries 3495 98 9 3 1 1 1
have less than five words in the description field. The reason for selecting five
words as a threshold, was to avoid descriptions containing single words or in-
complete sentences such as “Algorithm”, “Image Processing”,“Theorem”,“Irr-
educible Fraction”. All descriptions from Wikidata are saved, but ranked lower
in order while displaying on the entity card, this is to support multiple descrip-
tions for a mathematical entity. For descriptions, we keep the following order
based on the technicality of the language in the description: Wikitonary (least
formal), Wikipedia, Wikidata and ProofWiki (most formal). Wikidata also
provides us with alternate names or aliases under the ‘itemAltLabel’ property.
Using this we extract 827 aliases for the 3609 concept titles.
4.1.2 Adding Mathematical Concept Descriptions Using Wikipedia
We query and fetch the first two sentences on a page to fetch more
meaningful & complete descriptions mainly for the 72% of Wikidata concepts
(with descriptions that are empty or have less than five words). Every page
in Wikipedia is structured such that the opening paragraph (also called ‘Lead
Section’) is general in style, and serves as an introduction to the article as a
whole 5. We extract the first two sentences inclusive of any math expressions
present in them. Existing entity cards for text search engines decide to either
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual of Style/Lead section
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extract these math expressions as text (Bing & DuckDuckGo) or skip them
altogether (Google). Given the effect, that rendered mathematical expressions
have in relevancy assessment as studied by Reichenbach et al. [29] we render
the expressions within the card description sections as well.
4.1.2.1 Extracting Symbol Content
Since Wikidata has only 6 mathematical symbols, we decide to extract
more symbol information from Wikipedia. ‘List of Mathematical Symbols’ 6
is a dedicated page for symbols with the components (Symbol in Tex, symbol,
name, and description) needed to create a symbol card. Each symbol also has
two additional components, ‘category’ which could be used as tags to enable
faceted search and an ‘explanation’ column that provides examples for each
meaning of the symbol. We are able to fetch 209 Title - Symbol - Description
triples, for a total of 187 unique symbols.
4.1.3 Extracting Formula, Title & Defintions From Wiktionary
Wiktionary is a multilingual, web-based project to create a free content
dictionary of terms in all natural languages. The coverage of mathematical
formulas is not extensive, with most definitions missing the associated formu-
las. In Wiktionary the language used is less formal/technical and hence easier
to read and understand. Also, unlike Wikidata the descriptions are more com-
plete in sentence structure. This is mainly due to the fact that Wiktionary is
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of mathematical symbols
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designed mainly to be used as a dictionary.
Wiktionary’s data like other Wikimedia projects [Wikipedia, Wiki-
books, Wikiquote, Wikiversity] make their data available as an XML dump7.
Wikitionary is a multilingual data-source, but for the current version of math
entity cards, we fetch and process only the English version of the dumps (pre-
fixed with ‘enwiktionary’). As with most of Wikimedia data, the dumps have
the data in wiki markup8 format stored within XML. Not all Wikitionary pages
have math content. We first filter those Wikitionary pages that have any math-
ematical content with the help of regex matching, searching for ‘&lt;math&gt’
within the text content of the body. From this we filter wikitionary internal
pages (having titles:wiktionary:tea room, wiktionary-:information desk, wik-
tionary:etymology scriptorium etc.). Eight english content pages have their
titles written in Chinese Characters, we filter these out as well, thus resulting
in a total of 1376/6571189 that have some math content. With the help of
Pandoc9 we convert these pages to HTML format for easier processing. 507
pages however lose their mathematical content on conversion via Pandoc with-
out any error while conversion. This results in a total of 861 pages that we
use to create cards from Wiktionary.
We use a two pass-approach to extract the content. On the first pass
we pick those text paragraphs that have at least one mathematical expression





Table 4.2: Match percentage between title and strong tag contents in Wik-
tionary
Page Title Strong Tag Content Match % of Title and Strong Content
algebraic number algebraic numbers 97
pauli matrix pauli matrices 85
group theory group theories 87
σ-algebra sigma algebra 73
well-order well orders 86
Table 4.3: Number of Math Per Description Wiktionary
Note : Titles are not exclusive, some titles have multiple descriptions
Number of Formulas per Description 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number of Titles 281 172 104 77 49 41 30 24 16 12
‘strong’ tag. We decide to use the SequenceMatcher class from the difflib pack-
age, that implements the Gestalt Pattern Matching algorithm, the algorithm
does not yield minimal edit distances, rather yields matches that “look right
to people.” This approximate matching is done against the page title rather
than exact matching to account for plural and minor differences that have
no change in meaning. Table 4.2 shows some examples of the approximate
matching. We collect a total of 336 Title-Description pairs via this approach.
The second pass is done for those pages that do not have any strong elements
in the paragraph containing math. We extract the first text description that
follows either of the following header ids (‘numeral’, ‘adjective’, ‘noun’, ‘sym-
bol’, ‘proper-noun’). This results in an additional 300 title-description pairs.
We thus extract a total of 636 unique title-description pairs from 861 pages
and then proceed to selecting a single math expressions to be associated with
each description.
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4.1.3.1 Selecting A Single Math Expression From Wikitionary Def-
inition
Every description in Wiktionary has at least one mathematical expres-
sion, but some have more. Table 4.3 shows the distribution of math Expres-
sions by the Number of Titles. Math entity cards, have a single title but can
have multiple formulas and multiple descriptions. However every formula or
description should be associated with only that mathematical entity. This is
to avoid random mathematical expressions showing up as the formula related
to a mathematical Entity. The descriptions having a single math expressions
are extracted as is, with the expression being the main formula. For the others
we use verbal cues and pick the math element that follows the strong element,
this is similar to the approach used by [28] for extracting Concept-Formula-
Description Triples. To avoid a large number of flase positives (math element
selected but are not representative of the concept) we only make use of the
above two rules, giving us a total of 483 unique concepts with corresponding
formulas and descriptions.
4.1.4 Extracting Formal Mathematical Definitions From ProofWiki
ProofWiki is described as “an online compendium of mathematical
proofs.” Their goal is the collection, collaboration and classification of math-
ematical proofs. As of date they have 17,954 Proofs & 13,894 Definitions.
The language in ProofWiki is relatively more formal compared to Wikidata
or Wiktionary. We noticed however the ProofWiki is not exhaustive as a data
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set and there were some mathematical concepts that did not have definitions
which were present in Wiktionary (e.g., Sigmoid Function).
ProofWiki has a separate namespace for definitions that helps categorize the
data, however it also makes use of the template based wiki markup10 syntax,
that prevents us from extracting the definitions directly. We hence first crawl
through the entire collection of Definitions and create a dictionary based map-
ping of the main pages and its sub-pages. For example the definition page for
Binomial Coefficient (Definition:Binomial Coefficient) pulls content from the
following sub-pages :
• Definition:Binomial Coefficient/Integers/Definition 1
• Definition:Binomial Coefficient/Integers/Definition 2
• Definition:Binomial Coefficient/Integers/Definition 3
• Definition:Binomial Coefficient/Real Numbers
• Definition:Binomial Coefficient/Complex Numbers
• Definition:Binomial Coefficient/Multiindices
• Definition:Binomial Coefficient/Notation
• Definition:Binomial Coefficient/Historical Note














By this we receive 8919 unique page headers, having a total of 5385 sub
pages not including the header page (Definition:Binomial Coefficient). Some
main pages have definitions, where as the other fetch content from subpages
present within <onlyinclude>and <\onlyinclude> is fetched, we do the same
and fetch content between the first header of definition (== Definition==)
and any immediate next header, this style of ProofWiki makes the extraction
process simple. We then check for the presence of any ‘onlyinclude’ tags and if
present fetch content within the tags. We skip pages that have either ‘Notation’
or ‘Note’ in the title e.g Historical Note or Techincal Note, this is done since
although they have content within (== Definition ==) header the content is
not currently useful in math entity cards. We end up with a total of 9279
definitions.
To ensure, that the fetched definition has a formula for the concept, we
filter only those definitions that have math, giving us a total 7428 definitions.
With the help of Pandoc11 we convert these pages to HTML format for easier
11https://pandoc.org/
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processing. Ten pages have an error while converting with Pandoc leaving us
a total of 7418.
4.1.4.1 Selecting A Single Math Expression From ProofWiki Defi-
nition
As seen in Figure 4.2, there are multiple math formulas within each
definition on a page. Each math is represented in LATEX format within ‘$$’
signs. To extract the math from each definition, we make use of context and
language cues present in the inherent nature of ProofWiki definitions. We
break up the definition into sentences and process each sentence to first check
for the presence of math. If a sentence has math, we apply the following
handcrafted rules to extract formulas.
1. Sentence starts with ‘Let’: Skip sentence
2. Sentence has strong element and sentence has colon: Get formula after
colon
3. Sentence has keywords (defined, denoted) and sentence has colon: Get
formula after first strong element.
4. Sentence has strong element and sentence has no colon: Get formula
after first strong element
5. Sentence has no strong and sentence has colon: Get formula after colon
6. All sentence has only ’Let’: Get formula after colon for sentence that
has a colon.
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Figure 4.2: ProofWiki page for Binomial Coefficient with math highlighted in
Red Boxes
The rules, when applied in order,help extract the formula that we con-
sider to be the best representative of the concept. For example in Figure 4.2
these rules extract the following formulas for definitions:








k!(n−k)! : 0 ≤ k ≤ n
0 : otherwise






Table 4.4: Multiple Descriptions for the Binomial Coefficent from different
data sources.
Source Description/Definition
Wikidata family of positive integers that occur as coefficients in
the binomial theorem
Wiktionary a coefficient of any of the terms in the expansion of the






k!(n−k)! , read as
“n choose k”
ProofWiki Let n ∈ Z≥0 and k ∈ Z. The number of different ways
k objects can be chosen (irrespective of order) from a










With the help of this method we are able to extract formulas for a total
of 6774 definitions. The remaining 644 for pages either have math that is not
represented by LATEX or cannot be generalized by rules and would have to be
handled on a case by case basis, which would not be consistent and are hence
omitted.
4.2 Synthesizing the Data
Since we have data from different data sources, each having a different
representation of math formulas (MathML: Wikidata and LATEX: ProofWiki
and Wiktionary) we decide to convert and store all data in LATEX format. We
choose LATEX since its is more easily inter convertible with the help of other
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tools such as MathJax12 or LaTeXML13. We make use of SQLite14 to store the
data in relational format. We decided to use a relational format due to the
implicit relationships between mathematical Entities, their formulas, descrip-
tions and aliases. Table 4.4 shows an example of the multiple descriptions for
the Binomial Coefficient that are present in our data set. We check for overlap
between concepts and formulas only, i.e if we find an alternate formula for an
existing concept, we create a new entry for the formula and add a reference to
the existing concept. If however we find an exact match between an existing
formula as measured by TangentCFT[22] and the name of the concept is not
a match, we add the new title as an alias for the existing concept.
4.2.1 Math Entity Card Prototype & API for Auto-complete
This section describes the card prototype developed in Vue with the
help of the Vuetify framework and the REST API for math entity cards.
A prototype for the various functionalities of the math entity card was
created using the Vuetify frontend framework. It makes use of static response
data that would ideally be returned from a REST API, they include, the
title, formula as MathML, (LATEX could also be used and then rendered in
the front end using MathJax), description and corresponding source name





(a) Prototype for Factorial Card with
title, formula and description.
(b) Prototype for Factorial Card dis-
playing related concepts on click of
more.
Figure 4.3: Prototype of Math Entity Cards
description and formula along with a ‘more’ section that displays examples
such as Gamma Factorial, Rising Factorial, Falling Factorial as hyperlinks.
Figure 4.4a and 4.4b demonstrate the example of the rotating carousel feature
for multiple descriptions. As seen the descriptions are ordered in increasing
order of formality of language, this order is taken directly from the data-
sources, i.e., Wiktionary, Wikipedia, Wikidata, ProofWiki with Wiktionary
being the least formal and ProofWiki being the most formal.
As seen in Figure 4.5, every formula has a Formula ID, which is a
unique ID, used as a foreign key to map to its corresponding concept. With the
help of TangentCFT [22] formula embedding approach, a formula embedding
vector for every formula is created and converted to a BLOB and stored in
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(a) Prototype for Pythagorean Theo-
rem with title, formula and definition
taken from Wiktionary.
(b) Prototype for Pythagorean Theo-
rem with title, formula and definition
taken from ProofWiki.
Figure 4.4: Prototype of math entity cards with Carousel for rotating descrip-
tions.
the database. For an input query in LATEX, TangentCFT is again used to
convert the input query to a formula vector and rank all the existing formula
embedding vectors as per cosine similarity. The top 10 highest matches are
selected, since a smaller number would mean more search requests, where as a
larger would require an additional search amongst the returned results. Text-
search engines also return the top-10 links for a search query. Since we now
have the highest matched formula ID, we make use of the foreign key mapping
to concepts, and descriptions to then fetch all the data that can be used to
populate a math entity card. Along with this any tag or alias data is also
returned as part of the JSON response.
The prototype has been modified by Gavin Nishizawa to suit the functionality
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Figure 4.5: A subset of formulas, along with other fields as stored in the
database
of MathSeer, the modifications include changing of the formula to actually
behave as a chip and removal of carousel feature. The concept of a chip exists
only within the MathSeer interface and hence has not been included in the
prototype. The removal of the carousel feature within the card, since the
cards are to be used as an auto-complete feature. To enable faster response
times, every formula in the database has been pre-rendered into an SVG by a
script written by Gavin Nishizawa. The script saves a JSON response of all
formula IDs and corresponding SVGs which is then inserted into the database
by the author, this is also returned as part of the API response to enable quick
response times for MathSeer, the rest of the API is queried as is to serve the
auto-complete feature as part of MathSeer. The code for the prototype15 and
15https://gitlab.com/Dmello/math entity card prototype
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card database creation and API16 is available for download
Overall we have been able to extract and synthesize a total of 8870
unique concepts, 1009 aliases, 59 tags, 9681 unique mathematical formulas
and 10737 descriptions. We next use a subset of this collection to create math
entity cards having only a single description and perform a human experiment





We conduct a human experiment to observe any differences, in use-
fulness of individual card components (title, formula, description) under two
scenarios, LATEX queries and text queries. This helps us observe user prefer-
ences of math Entity Cards and understand user’s information requirements
to help focus future efforts on improvising card contents.
Input Query
Format
ID Title Formula Description
1 Y Y Y
2 Y Y N
3 Y N Y
Y N N
4 N Y Y
5 N Y N
6 N N Y
N N N
ID Title Formula Description
7 Y Y Y
8 Y Y N
9 Y N Y
10 Y N N
11 N Y Y
N Y N
12 N N Y
N N N
Entity Formula ( )     
Mathematical Entity
Invalid case in general, since nothing
is on the card.
Invalid case for text input query, due to
repeat of only title.
Invalid case for formula input query,
due to repeat of only formula
Entity name (Text)
Figure 5.1: Different combinations of card components (Title, Formula, De-
scription) forming different card types.
Figure 5.1 shows the six different card types across two query conditions
that are considered for a single mathematical entity. We hypothesize that the
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presence of a math entity card for a LATEX query would be perceived as more
useful as compared to a math entity card for a text query. We assume this
mainly since the navigation from text to formula is more common than formula
to text. In addition, we wish to observe, whether having prior knowledge of a
topic causes any difference in how useful a card is perceived. We also wish to
figure out if a single component or a pair of components has the most usefulness
in terms of addressing a factual informational need, such as searching for a
name/alias, definition, derivation, explanation or application etc [36].
5.1 Experiment Design
A within-subject design is used such that every participant sees a single
card type for a mathematical entity. A single participant will see a total 48
unique mathematical entities. As advised by Hearst [10], we decide not to re-
peat mathematical entities to avoid any learning effect between card contents.
Every participant has four practice trials to familiarize themselves with the
interface, the responses for the practice trials are recorded but are not used
in result analysis. The forty-eight mathematical entities are selected based on
the size of the expression and evenly distributed across three sets 1) single
symbols, 2) small formulas and 3) large formulas.
Single symbols are collected by a method of rejection sampling from
the set of symbols extracted from Wikipedia page1. Formulas are selected
only from the Wikidata source as it is the largest sample of formulas and the
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of mathematical symbols
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extraction process is more robust than for Wikitionary and Proof Wiki. Since
its difficult to classify the length of an expression based on the LaTeX rep-
resentation, we convert each expression into its Symbol Layout Tree (SLT)
representation [6] and then determine the number of nodes in the SLT.
Table 5.1 shows the descriptive statistics of the formulas based on the
number of nodes in the SLT. We consider the 33.33rd and 66.66th percentile
of all the formulas extracted from Wikidata, to distribute the data into three
sections. Small formulas (between 2 and 10 nodes), medium (between 10 and
20 nodes), large (20 and above nodes). Since the SLT representation considers
every fraction, function or variable as an individual node, we select only for-
mulas from the small and large sets so that the differences in sizes are visually
significant. Take for example Equation 5.1 which contains 10 individual nodes
in the SLT but compared to Equation 5.2 which has 17 nodes, the visual dif-
ferences are not easily observable. However the differences between Equation
5.1 and Equation 5.3 is visually significant. We hence exclude any formulas
from the medium section and only consider formulas from the small and large
section.
uxx + xuyy = 0 (5.1)
G = π1(X)/p∗(π1(C)) (5.2)
∀(x, y, z) ∈ X2 × Y, xRz ∧ yRz =⇒ x = y (5.3)
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Table 5.1: Descriptive Statistics of formulas sizes (without single symbols) in
the Wikidata Data set
Min. Value Max. Value Mean Variance Standard Deviation
2 264 18.27 175.86 13.26
Further, each set of symbols, small formulas and large formulas are
equally divided into two halves, familiar concept/formula & less familiar con-
cept; this is done to observe if there is an effect based on familiarity of a
concept. We classify familiarity based on whether a mathematical concept
would be encountered during years 1 or 2 of a standard college education. We
assume, if a mathematical concept is familiar, it is familiar across both concept
name and the formula associated with it. Since this might not always be the
case, we measure participant’s responses across three levels, “I’ve never seen
it before”, “I’ve seen it before but I am not sure of its meaning”, “I’ve seen it
before and know its meaning”. The classification of symbols, small formulas,
and large formulas with each having a familiar and less familiar category was
maintained across the practice trials as well.
The experiment and data collection was performed on an online web
interface, designed and developed by the experimenter. The system was de-
veloped with Python-Flask, SQLite, HTML and Bootstrap. The computer
connected to the monitor was running Windows 10, and the participants took
the survey on a Firefox Browser with a standard keyboard and mouse. Mate-
rials used outside the system were the consent form, a sign-off sheet to track
payments need as per university financial policies and a copy of the Thank
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you page with contact information that was handed out after participants had
completed the study.
5.1.1 Mathematical Entity Selection
A Latin-square design (Table 5.2) is used to balance the styles in which
a card type for a mathematical entity is presented to a participant. Each
value in a single row, sequentially contains the card type to be displayed for
its corresponding entity (entity ID present in the column header). This ensures
a balanced presentation style across both participants and entities. We have
have 6 card types across 2 query input types (LATEX and text) resulting in 12
card types overall but ID’s 7-12 are a repeat of 1-6. Due to the limited number
of card types a participant might be able to figure patterns in presentation
order if presented sequentially. We hence randomly shuffle each row before
presenting cards to participants, to minimize any bias introduced due to card
type ordering.
5.2 Participants
Participants were recruited via emails sent out to both students and
faculty within the College of Science and Golisano College of Computing and
Information Sciences at Rochester Institute of Technology. There was no pre-
screening done, since we wish to see information preference levels for math
information retrieval of participants irrespective of number of math courses
taken. Participants were scheduled to take the experiment one at a time within
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Table 5.2: Counterbalanced order used to present card types to participants
(P) for corresponding mathematical entities (E)
E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12 ... E47 E48
P1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ... 11 12
P2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 ... 12 1
P3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 ... 1 2
P4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 ... 2 3
P5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 ... 3 4
P6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 ... 4 5
P7 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 ... 5 6
P8 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ... 6 7
P9 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ... 7 8
P10 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ... 8 9
P11 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ... 9 10
P12 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ... 10 11
a 30 minute time slot. Scheduling of participants was done with the help of an
online scheduling software Doodle2. Each participant was compensated $10.00
for their participation in the study. Appendix A and Appendix B contain the
email and poster respectively, used to recruit participants.
5.3 Variables & Confounds
The six card types across two query types (text vs. LATEX) along with
the two levels of familiarity (familiar vs less familiar) and three levels of for-
mula size (symbols, small formulas and large formulas) were the controlled or
independent variables (IV). Usefulness value of a card, with four levels mea-
sured on a Likert Scale between 1 and 4 (1 being not useful, 4 being highly
useful), content understanding with two levels (yes or no), and time to respond
2https://doodle.com/
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to the queries are the measured or dependent variables (DV).
The cards were designed in a neutral manner (without any color) to
remove any confounds, arising due to font size, individual section boxes for ti-
tle, formula & description. The contents are placed in fixed size boxes without
making the addition of any new component obvious to a participant. That
is, we do not add borders for individual components as shown in the design
chapter. We use pre-generated images of the LaTeX query, to avoid having
a conversion delay due to rendering which might expose the LATEX input to a
participant. All cards used in the experiment are included in Appendix D.
5.4 Procedure
Participants were scheduled to meet one-on-one with the experimenter
during predetermined time slots: between 9:00am and 12:00pm or 4:00pm and
7:00pm. The meeting took place over 7 days with up-to 7 sessions per day.
The experiment was conducted in the Computer Science Break Out Rooms in
the Golisano College of Computing and Information Science building at RIT.
Once there, the participants were instructed to take a seat in front of a Monitor
connected to a laptop for the experiment. Participants were then introduced
to the experiment, informed about the anonymity of their participation, the
expected duration of the experiment, and the compensation process. They
were then given the consent form for them to read and provide consent. All
through this time the experimenter answered any questions the participants
had regarding the experiment or the process.
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The experimenter verbally reminded the participants that the evalua-
tion is purely of the system under test and is in no way intended to serve as
a test of their mathematical knowledge. The participants were also encour-
aged to take their time to carefully consider each scenario before responding
but to respond as quickly as possible as it is a timed task. This reminder
along with the instructions were present on the landing page the participants
see, before filling out the demographic survey. Participants were then briefed
about the order of the experiment, in terms of seeing the Demographic sur-
vey, followed by four practice trials to help them familiarize themselves with
the interface, followed by the experimental trials, at the end of which was a
post-study questionnaire. Participants were also informed that no questions
could be answered after the practice trials were done. All of this was part of a
pre-written script to ensure that all participants receive the same information
and in the same order (see Appendix C).
5.5 Trials
Every trial would begin by showing a query for a mathematical entity
e.g. for addition a text query would be ‘Query: Addition’ and LATEX would be
‘Query: +’. Next a participant would respond to the question :
• What is your level of familiarity with this concept?
– I’ve never seen it before.
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– I’ve seen it before, but I’m not sure of its meaning.
– I’ve seen it before and know its meaning.
Participants would then have to click on ‘Next Section’ to proceed, time
is recorded till ‘Next Section’ is clicked to analyze how quickly participants
respond to text vs LATEX queries. The next section displays a single card type
as shown for addition in Figure 5.2. Participants were then asked to evaluate
the card and provide responses to the three questions:
Addition




Figure 5.2: Card for Addition containing title and description









• (Optional) Do you have any additional comments about this card?
A participant then had to click on ‘Next Question’, which would record
the time for this section. A question counter was present in the lower half to
help keep track of the current and total questions. Since typing speeds vary
across individuals, we understand there could be an difference in response time
due to the comments, and left it optional.
5.6 Post-Study Questionnaire
The post-study questionnaire consisted of two main sections in the first
the participants were asked to rate (on Likert Scales) the importance of the
presence of title, formula, and description on the card; this is done to observe
the overall effect as perceived by the participant. The second section asked
about the usefulness of having links to related concepts, links to resources
such as tutorials, proofs and other resources, and more formal mathematical
descriptions along with existing mathematical descriptions on the card. This
was done to consider possible future directions of research. Examples of the
questions are present in Table 5.3 & Table 5.4.
Table 5.3: Questions from Section 1 of Post Study Questionnaire.
Not Important Slightly Important Moderately Important Important Very Important
Title on a card
Formula on a card
Description on a card
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Table 5.4: Questions from Section 2 of Post Study Questionnaire.
Not Useful Slightly Useful Moderately Useful Very Useful
Links to related concepts
Links to resources such as tutorials, proofs
Formal (mathematical) descriptions
5.7 Summary
In this chapter we described the protocol we followed for the human
experiment design. We also explained our design choices for independent and
dependent variables, selection of mathematical entities and overall question
selection in both experiment and post study questionnaire. In the next chapter





In the following sections we present the results obtained from our hu-
man experiment and use statistical test to validate the findings were due to
the independent variables and not due to participant variances. We conclude

































































Figure 6.1: Age & education of participants
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A total of 24 participants completed the experiment. 58.33% (n=14) of
the participants reported their gender as male, 37.5% (n=9) of the participants
reported their gender as female and 4.16% (n=1) of the participants reported
their gender as other (non-binary).
79.16% (n=19) of the participants reported being between the ages of
18 and 24, 16.66% (n=4) of the participants reported being between the ages
of 25 and 34 and 4.16% (n=1) of the participants reported their age to be
between 35-44.
25% (n=6) of the participants reported to have completed High School
and are Freshmen, 33.33% (n=8) of the participants reported to have com-
pleted Some College, 25% (n=6) of the participants reported to have com-
pleted a Bachelor’s Degree and 16.66% (n=4) of the participants reported to
have completed a Master’s Degree. See Figure 6.1 for more details on the
distribution of age and education.
Figure 6.2a shows the distribution of the number of participants and
the number of math courses taken, about 50% (n=12) of the participants have
taken at-least 1 to 2 math courses, the rest have taken more than 2. This
is useful to know since we control for familiarity of math concepts and wish
to observe the effect of math entity cards on both familiar and less familiar
concepts.
Figure 6.2b shows 66.66% (n=16) of the population look up mathe-
matical information at least once a week. Participants were provided with the
following examples of mathematical information as part of the demographic
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(1 to 2) (3 to 5) (6 to 9) 10+























































(b) Frequency with which participants need to look up mathematical infor-
mation
Figure 6.2: Bar plot of math courses taken and frequency of looking up math-
ematical information as reported by participants
survey, function definitions (e.g. trigonometric and statistical functions), def-
initions for mathematical symbols, function plots, mathematical models (e.g
environmental or physical models), theorems, and proofs. Only three partici-
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pants felt that they would look up math information less than a month (Once
every half year, Once a year and Rarely).
Figure 6.3 shows the frequency response of the participants to the ques-
tion ‘How frequently do you need to express mathematical notation when using
a computer, such as for writing technical documents or in using computer pro-
grams such as Matlab, Mathematica or Maple?’. 75% (n=18) feel the need to
express mathematical notation when using a computer at least once a month
if not more (once a week, daily). Thus demonstrating the usefulness of hav-
ing a math aware search engine, which would make looking and expressing









































With regards to the previous chapter on Human Experiment, this sec-
tion summarizes our observations across all the independent variables and how
useful participants find individual card components. We measure both indi-
vidual response times to a query and overall time duration to complete the
experiment. Individual query times were measured independently for each
section. Section 1 of a trial asks whether participants are familiar with the
concept/formula and section 2 measures the usefulness of a card type. This


























(a) Distribution of overall time to
complete the experiment


















(b) Time to recognize a LATEX vs text
query type as familiar
Figure 6.4: Box plot of overall and indiviual time taken for section 1 of each
trial
As seen in Figure 6.4a, a majority of the participants completed the
experiment in less than 30 minutes. The difference between the shortest and
longest time taken to complete the experiment can be attributed mainly to
participants providing comments in each trial to the optional section ‘Do you
have any additional comments about this card?’.
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Next we wish to observe the difference in times for participants in in-
terpreting a text query vs a formula query as familiar. Since communicating
with text is more popular than formulas (LATEX) we expect people to recognize
text queries more quickly. We classify the response “I’ve never seen it before”
as a participant being less familiar and responses “I’ve seen it before, but I’m
not sure of its meaning” or “I’ve seen it before and know its meaning” as a
participant being familiar with the query. As seen in Figure 6.4b the time
taken to recognize a query as familiar is overall slightly larger for a LATEX
query than for a text query, supporting our initial assumption.
From the 48 concepts in total (refer to Appendix E), we have three
sets of 16 across Symbols, Small Formulas and Large Formulas. Each set of
Symbols, Small Formulas and Large Formulas is equally divided (50-50) into
familiar and less familiar concepts. However not all concepts classified by us
as familiar would necessarily be familiar to a participant. It would depend on
their exposure to the concepts and their formulas as well. We analyze this dif-
ference to find 21.70% (n=125) queries are found to be not familiar (response
= “I’ve never seen it before”) for 576 (48 × 24) queries we classified as familiar
and 8.5% (n=49) queries are found to be familiar (response =“I’ve seen it be-
fore and know its meaning”) for 576 queries we classified as less familiar. The
relatively low percentage of both (21.70% and 8.5%) might affect our analysis
in a minor way but is a factor that is hard to control. For further experiments
we might use either a more strict criteria for selecting familiar and unfamiliar
concepts or we would filter participants beforehand.
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Due to this difference which is spread across participants we measure
familiarity and less familiarity based on our classification which is a 50-50
distribution across each set for all further results and observations.
6.2.1 Usefulness of Card Components




























Average usefulness score 
1 - Not Useful
2 - Slightly Useful
3 - Moderately Useful




Figure 6.5: Overall Usefulness Scores per Card Type
In this section we analyze the usefulness of each component of a card
title(T), formula (F) and description (D) as well as all combinations of title-
formula (TF), title-description (TD), formula description (FD) and title-formula-
description (TFD). We compare this across both query types and familiarity
levels as well as across different formula sizes. As seen in figure 6.5 the descrip-
tion has the highest usefulness value (3.23) as compared to just the title (1.99)
or the formula (2.02). The difference between description usefulness scores
across query types could be attributed to participants expecting descriptions
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of formulas to explain not just the mathematical entity but also the variables
and the relationship between them in the formula. On the other hand for
a text query, participants are mainly concerned with a description that tells
them “something” about the mathematical entity. Receiving all three title,
formula & description is valued the highest across card types which is similar
to our assumptions.











































  Query Type
Text Query
Latex Query
Figure 6.6: Card-types contribution to understanding, for familiar concepts
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We also measured responses to a question “Is the card understandable”
with a binary response option of Yes or No. This was done to check whether
there is a difference in card types in understanding content, we suspect cards
containing only formulas to received the highest number of ‘No’ responses,
since a formula is usually ambiguous without its surrounding text. We ana-
lyze this response further with respect to familiar and less familiar concepts.
The pie plot in Figure 6.6 shows how many of the queries classified by
us as Familiar, were understood by the participants. The bottom histogram
shows the distribution of each card types to understanding and not understand-
ing. As we see having the description for a text query contributed the most to
understanding, but having the title, formula and description contributes the
most for a LATEX query, closely followed by having just the description. For a
text query having a formula without and with a title, contributes the least to
understanding a concept and also contributes the most to not understanding
a concept. This could mean that overall, for understanding content a formula
should always preferably be accompanied by some text description. Having
both the formula and description for both text and LATEX contribute equally
(4.59%) to not understanding, this we presume to be the case when the de-
scription does not explain the symbols in the formula but just the concept.
We plot an analogous plot for the less familiar concepts as well, to
check for any differences. With reference to Figure 6.7 having the Formula and
Description for a LATEX query and the analogous Title and Description for a



















































  Query Type
Text Query
Latex Query
Figure 6.7: Card-types contribution to understanding, for less familiar con-
cepts
confirming the importance of a description in both query types. This is closely
followed by having title, formula and description for a text query. Similar to
Familiar concepts having the formula with or without the title contribute the
least to understanding and the most to not understanding a concept.
Overall we see some common explainable patterns, having the descrip-
tion helps understanding but however if the description is incomplete in terms
of missing variable names and interactions between them, this causes a break
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in the understanding of the content, and possibly opens up more questions
for a participant. Having multiple descriptions could be beneficial but more
importantly it would be beneficial to have explanations for variables names in
the description itself.
6.2.3 Participant Comments


















G1 - variable descripton required
G2 - additional information required
G3 - examples required
G4 - diagram required
G5 - miscellaneous
G6 - helps understanding
G7 - does not help understanding
Figure 6.8: Comment Distribution across Groups
In this section we provide our analysis of the comments provided by
participants for individual card types. Overall we received 200 comments for
a total of 1152 queries. To simplify the analysis we categorize comments into
one of the following 7 groups:
1. Variable description required






7. Does not help understanding
Figure 6.8 shows the distribution of comments per group. Overall the com-
ments for additional information required is almost 50% (n=110). 32.5%
(n=65) of the queries ask for explanation of variables for formulas. About
15% (n=30) of the comments suggest adding examples to existing descrip-
tions.
To understand comment distribution per card type refer to Figure 6.9.
For a text query, receiving the title and formula (card type 2), causes par-
ticipants to explicitly ask for an additional explanation. This we assume is
because we do not provide them with any description. We also see a higher
number of comments asking for an explanation of variables, which supports
our assumption. For text query when only a formula is returned (card type
5) participants ask for additional explanation, variable description as well as
examples of the formula. This is logical since a formula without any text is
ambiguous and requires some explanation to help understand the formula bet-
ter.
For a LATEX query when title-formula-description (Card Type 7) is pro-
vided participants ask for variable information to be provided, this observation
is higher as compared to text query indicating a difference in what is being
expected as query type changes. For a LATEX query when title-formula (card
type 8) is provided and only title (card type 10) is provided, participants ask
for additional information
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G6 - helps understanding
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Figure 6.9: Comment Distribution across Card Types
6.2.4 Secondary Results
In this section we summarize our findings of the distribution of useful-
ness scores, across familiarity and formula sizes for both query types, text and
LATEX. Appendix F contains the plots of distribution which will be referred in
this section.
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6.2.4.1 Between Familiar & Less Familiar Concepts
From Figure F.1 and F.2, we see a sharp decrease in very usefulness
score (density of dark red), indicating that the same card types are affected
based on prior familiarity of the mathematical entity. One possible assump-
tion for this could be for familiar concepts the card contents help refresh an
prior understanding, where as for less familiar concepts, a participant is try-
ing to understand the content. As seen in Figure F.3 and F.4 card types with
description are rated more useful than card types without description.
6.2.4.2 Between Symbols, Small and Large Formulas
With reference to Figures F.5, F.6 and F.7 for a LATEX query the very
usefulness score (density of dark red) decreases from symbols to small formula
and from symbols to large formula for card types that contain the description.
One possible explanation for this could be, as the number of variables in a
formula increases, the description must explain every variable contained.
6.3 Statistical Testing
To see the impact of card types and query types on usefulness and re-
sponse times, we conduct a two-way repeated measures ANOVA to verify that
the difference in usefulness scores and response times, is due to the independent
variables, and not due to inter-participant variation.
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6.3.1 Usefulness score
The two-way repeated measures ANOVA, shows significant evidence
against the null hypothesis H0: card types or query types has no impact in
usefulness scores. We find both query (F(1; 23) = 4.63, p=0.0042) and card
type (F(5; 115) = 62.87, p=2.71e-31) to have an effect. However there is not a
significant impact due to any interaction between query and card types (F(5;
115) = 2.00, p=0.08).
We conduct Wilcoxon Signed Rank test as a post-hoc, and receive a
p-value=0.007, which shows that the median usefulness score for text query is
greater than the median usefulness score for a LATEX query. This is against our
initial assumption that math entity cards are more useful for math information
retrieval where in search revolves around formulas (LATEX).
To check the impact of individual card types on usefulness score, we
conduct a Pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test with Bonferroni correction, as
our variable (cardtype) has multiple levels (6). As we see in Table 6.1 every
card component is compared to every other card component. Note: For the
statistical test we do consider receiving only the formula for a text query and
receiving only the title for a LATEX query to be in the same group.
Table 6.1 shows significant evidence to reject the null hypothesis : there
is no difference in the median usefulness score in card types. Table 6.2 shows
the card type pairs for which the test showed significant and no significant
difference. From the two tailed Pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test with
Bonferroni Correction, we found which card types have difference in the me-
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Table 6.1: Pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test with Bonferroni Correction
for usefulness scores
TFD TF TD FD F/T
TF 0.00039 - - - -
TD 1.0000 0.00039 - - -
FD 1.0000 0.00027 1.0000 - -
F/T 0.00040 1.0000 0.00033 0.00040 -
D 0.65541 0.00045 0.83819 1.0000 0.00026
Table 6.2: Observations : Pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test with Bonfer-
roni Correction
Significant difference No significant difference
TF - TFD TD - TFD
TD - TF FD - TFD
FD- TF FD - TD
F/T - TFD F/T - TF
F/T - TD D - TFD
F/T - FD D - TD
D - TF D - FD
D - F/T
dian. We then performed a right tailed Pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test
with Bonferroni Correction and for some card types, found significant evi-
dence to reject the null hypothesis H0: difference in the median usefulness












The two-way repeated measures ANOVA, shows significant evidence
against the null hypothesis H0: card types or query types has no impact on
response times. We find only card types (F(5; 115) = 9.04, p=2.856e-07) to
have an impact on repsonse times. There is no evidence of an effect of query
type (F(1; 23) = 0.006, p=0.9405) or any effect due to interaction between
query and card type (F(5; 115) = 1.452, p=0.211) on response times for use-
fulness evaluation.
To check the impact of individual card types on response times, we
conduct a Pairwise T-test with Bonferroni correction, as our variable (card-
type) has multiple levels (6). As we see in Table 6.3 every card component
is compared to every other card component. Note: For the statistical test we
do consider receiving only the formula for a text query and receiving only the
title for a LATEX query to be in the same group.
Table 6.3: Pairwise T-Test with Bonferroni Correction for response times
TFD TF TD FD F/T
TF 5.1e-05 - - - -
TD 1.0000 0.0384 - - -
FD 1.0000 0.0032 1.0000 - -
F/T 3.5e-05 1.0000 0.0210 0.0228 -
D 1.0000 0.0016 1.0000 1.0000 0.00025
Table 6.3 shows significant evidence to reject the null hypothesis: no difference
in the mean response times due to card types. Table 6.4 shows the card
type pairs for which the test showed significant and no significant difference.
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Table 6.4: Observations : Pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test with Bonfer-
roni Correction in Response times
Significant difference No significant difference
TF - TFD TD - TFD
TD - TF FD - TFD
FD - TF FD - TD
F/T - TFD F/T - TF
F/T - TD D - TFD
F/T - FD D - TD
D - TF D - FD
D - F/T
From the two tailed Pairwise T-Test with Bonferroni Correction, we found
which card types have difference in the mean. We then performed a right
tailed Pairwise T-Test with Bonferroni Correction and for some cards found
significant evidence to reject the null hypothesis H0: difference in the mean









Thus indicating that overall having a description increases the mean response
times in evaluating card usefulness significantly.
6.4 Post Study Questionnaire
This section summarizes the overall importance given to each section
(Title, Formula and Description) by participants after completing the experi-
ment. It also summarizes the usefulness of having additional features specifi-
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cally : links to related concepts, links to other resources such as tutorials and
more formal descriptions on the card itself, we believe this would help focus
future efforts on improvising the cards.



















Figure 6.10: Importance of title, formula and description
As we see in Figure 6.10 the most important feature overall, is the
description of the concept. According to the participants, the title is the
second most important feature on a card. We compute the average score
(score × number of participant/Total number of Participants) for each,
Title=4.54, Formula=4.46, Description=4.79. We find the difference between
title-formula (0.08) is small compared to description-title (0.25) or description-
formula (0.33). This could mean having the formula is almost as important
as having a title on the card for a mathematical concept, as the formula helps
provide an additional attribute/property for the concept, in a manner similar
to the title.
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Figure 6.11: Usefulness of related concepts, tutorials and formal description
Figure 6.11, shows us how useful having additional features on the
card would be. We again compute the average score to make the comparison
easier, Related Concept=3.08, Tutorial=3.25, Formal Descriptions=3.08. It
is interesting to note overall participants find having formal descriptions for
the same concept equally useful as compared to having other related concepts
on the card. The score for tutorial is higher than the other two features but
this is no surprise as the sample population is mainly students, who would be
looking for other resources to understand the concept further.
6.4.1 Participant Comments
This section discusses the additional comments provided by some users.
Six comments were provided in total and they are as follows :
1. Potentially less formal descriptions in some cases, maybe a setting with
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3 levels?
2. Examples of the equation.
3. I personally also find it very useful to have explanations of symbols
involved in equations.
4. Examples wherever possible would be highly useful too.
5. It would be cool if the system could tailor the results to my level of
understanding of concepts, so that it could provide better explanations
for concepts/areas that I’m very unfamiliar with (while not cluttering
things that I am familiar with, where I’m probably just looking to remind
myself of the formula).
6. Having simple diagrams to help visualize the different terms and vari-
ables might improve clarity, concept understanding, and recognition in
a lot of cases.
Point 3 is similar to the comments provided during the experiment where par-
ticipants are also interested in understanding the explanation of what symbols
in the equation mean or represent. Points 2 and 4 suggest examples, which
is similar to the usage section of the card as discussed in the Design Chapter.
Interestingly Point 1 and 5 talk about less formal descriptions, and adapta-
tions to less familiar concepts. Although all the data for the experiment, was
obtained only from Wikipedia, it suggests sometimes it is also helpful to have
a more simpler version of the description. This supports the idea of using
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Wiktionary as an alternate data source. It also brings about a point of consid-
eration that users are not always looking for more technical resources which
would suggest indexing more than the latest scientific articles.
As discussed earlier we do agree with Point 6, regarding the use of di-
agrams and images but feel in general some concepts can be represented by a
diagram easily, this opens up the opportunity of tailoring the resources pro-
vided based on the field of mathematics, Geometry for example would be an
ideal candidate for a diagram to supplement understanding. Linear Algebra
and Probability would possibly be better explained by an example instead of
a diagram in some cases.
6.5 Discussion
In the design chapter, we assumed under a math informational retrieval
setting math entity Cards would help address a factual informational need. We
started out with three basic card designs that can basically be expressed as
receiving titles with formulas, receiving title-formula-descriptions and receiv-
ing a usage section in addition to the title-formula-description. We believe
that there are questions regarding the usefulness of this alternate design (with
formulas added) in general and hence for the human experiment only con-
sider combinations amongst the first two types (title-formula & title-formula-
description). In this section we discuss our overall observations across our
designs, and summarize what we feel to be the most promising card design as
well as ideas/directions for future research.
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Our initial assumption was a title-formula card might suffice in some
cases. For the case of familiar concepts we expected a moderate amount of
usefulness as the title serves as a form of confirmation for a LATEX query.
However as seen across all the charts on usefulness scores, the number of par-
ticipants that find it useful (very useful and moderately useful) are less than
50% across both query types text and LATEX. This suggests that its rarely
useful and preferably avoidable to present just the title, just the formula or
title & formula only. This would be the situation had we relied only Wikidata
as a data-source for math entity cards, since all of Wikidata formulas have
titles but a majority of them lack descriptions.
For the second case of title-formula-description we decided to extract
content from Wikipedia as it is one of the most cited open sources of gen-
eral content. We also fetched descriptions for concepts from Wiktionary and
Proof-Wiki with the assumption that having multiple levels of descriptions
will be useful to users. The carousel and pop-up modal feature were described
with which a user could consume multiple different descriptions for a single
concept. However for the experiment, we decided to control the description
section by having only the lead section of Wikipedia used. Due to the rela-
tively low popularity of math information retrieval in general, we decide its
better to add features that are valid and applicable rather than just adding
features that we hope are useful.
We assumed when looking for formulas associated with mathematical
concepts, a general description of the concept would suffice. We were partially
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correct with this assumption. As seen by the description section receiving the
most usefulness score both individually and when combined with either title
or formula. However interestingly we also found that for LATEX queries, hav-
ing a general description of the concept does not suffice. Participants do also
require an explanation what the variables are, the relationship between them
and their units of measurements if any.
From the comments section we noticed a few participants were not able
to understand even Wikipedia descriptions. This is means we might have to
use additional educational resources such as open textbooks that are used to
explain topics to students. However on the flip side, a learned participant
might not find having Wikipedia descriptions useful at all, this needs to be
validated by conducting further experiments.
Since our human experiment only considers description and not defi-
nitions, for future work we suggest a direct comparison of usefulness between
descriptions of concepts and definitions of formulas. Definitions are relatively
more concise and detailed as compared to general descriptions. Most defini-
tions of formulas also describe the variables used within the formula, which
why we feel there might be some interesting findings. We would also rec-
ommend a comparison between multiple descriptions for familiar concepts vs
multiple descriptions for less familiar concepts. This would help highlight un-
der what circumstances is multiple descriptions actually useful. Do users want
them all the time or when they are looking up something they do not know
anything about?
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Participant comments provide us both positive and critical feedback.
Some participants notice when a title is missing, or when a formula is miss-
ing, but most of the critical feedback occurs when the description is missing.
Overall we find having examples and links to existing less commonly known
terms would be very useful. We did suggest a section on ‘Usage’ within the
design of cards, that could account for examples but feel instead of providing
links to less commonly known terms within the card, it could also be better
to combine them with related concepts in an alternate tab.
6.6 Summary
Overall we notice having the description to be the most useful in all
card components across query types. We also find statistically significant ev-
idence which suggest that card types for LATEX queries are considered to be
more useful than cards received for text queries. There is also statistically sig-
nificant evidence that card types affects response times, however an increase in
response times is not always a negative outcome, especially if the information
need is satisfied.
Receiving the description is a logical assumption in information re-
trieval, but when searching for a formula participants would also prefer the
description to explain the variables in the formula. Further studies would be
required to confirm if a participant prefers a description of the formula over
a description of a concept. Given our observations, it would make sense to
have an equal distribution of both formal or technical and relatively less for-
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mal descriptions as well. In the next chapter we conclude and put forward our
suggestions for improving math entity cards.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
We introduced an alternate design for entity cards describing Mathe-
matical Concepts. We believe the new design is better suited as compared to
the regular design, for the field of mathematics, as formulas are central to cre-
ating and communicating information within the field. The new card design
helps ease the transition between formulas and their associated text (titles or
descriptions).
We demonstrate the creation of these cards using knowledge bases in
structured and semi-structured format. Due to the inherent complexity in
understanding mathematics, we resort to extracting multiple descriptions for
the same concept, when possible. With the help of language and context cues
such as contents within bold tags and keywords such as ‘defined’, ‘denoted by’,
we disambiguate and select a single formula that best represents the associ-
ated concept. Thus allows multiple formulas to be indexed and be associated
with a single concept. These multiple descriptions, with different degrees of
formality are intended to support the information needs of both beginner and
intermediate users.
In the context of a math-aware search engine, where search revolves
around formulas and their meaning, we demonstrate a one of a kind usage of
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entity cards as a form of auto-complete. This provides an enhanced ecosystem
where users can seamlessly lookup and consume factual information, about
formulas and mathematical concepts with minimal effort. We propose one
approach to address the challenges faced by polysemic symbols, by creating
multiple cards based on the concept, and using faceted search to help navigate
content more logically and seamlessly.
We conducted a human experiment to observe the usefulness of these
cards, in isolation under a math information retrieval setting. This gave us
the opportunity to compare the impacts individual components of the cards
had on users. The study was designed to accommodate inputs in both text
and formula (pre-rendered LATEX) format, while also controlling for familiar-
ity of a concept and formula size. A key insight from the experiment is for
formula only search, providing a description of a concept might not always
suffice. Apart from the descriptions of the concept to which the formulas are
associated, users are also trying to understand the meaning of the variables
and information about the operations that connect them.
7.1 Contributions
Overall the contributions of the thesis are as follows:
1. An alternate design of entity cards specifically meant to address various
types of mathematical search needs, that current entity cards for text-
based mathematical search do not address.
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2. Populating individual components (title, formula and description)
of these cards by compiling data from existing structured and semi-
structured data-sources.
3. A human experiment to study the usefulness of individual card compo-
nents while searching for mathematical content from both a text query
and a LATEX query input.
4. Creation of an index on both titles and formulas, that can be queried
via an API, and demonstrating an alternate use of these cards as a form
of auto-complete.
In the next section we suggest primary areas to focus further research
on. We also release our data-set of all formulas, titles, descriptions and aliases
to facilitate further research on improvising the extraction process for descrip-
tions and formula linking to titles.
7.2 Future Work
As seen in the results, we notice that math entity cards, although seem-
ingly beneficial can be improved upon. In this section, we discuss future di-




Since no knowledge base is ever complete, we resort to extracting data
from multiple sources so as to provide not just more formulas but also more
descriptions for existing concepts. This leads us to a new challenge of data
consistency, where some descriptions might consists of only a few words and
some may have esoteric descriptions.
Since we make use of pre-existing sources along with rules and pattern
based matching for extraction of formulas, our formula association might not
be 100% accurate. Even so, we notice some incorrect links in Wikidata that
makes use of bots and automated process for extraction. Although manual
validation would be ideal, it is not practical. We instead propose developing a
system that initially classifies the links between formulas and titles or keywords
in description against alternate data-sources, this will help filter ones that are
incorrect.
In a manner similar to existing text search engines, we could also make




7.2.2.1 Use of Computer Algebra System
With the help of a computer algebra system (CAS) such as Maple1,
Mathematica 2, or SageMath 3, it is possible to identify factored forms of for-
mulas, inverses that can then be used to either find or suggest mathematical
entity cards that relate to the formula. For example, if while solving a partic-
ular equation, the system narrows down to a quadratic equation of the form
ax2 + bx+ c = 0 the system could then suggest a card for the quadratic equa-
tion, this would help a user to learn and recollect concepts during the solving
process. Another way a CAS would be beneficial would be for formulas that
are not yet handled by the unification of variables and operators for search
e.g., x−1 and 1
x
both represent the concept of an inverse, which can be identi-
fied by a CAS. This way irrespective of the input a Math Entity Card for the
Inverse could be suggested.
7.2.2.2 Tutorial Links & Related Work
Figure 7.1 demonstrates what we think would be a complete math entity
card design. There are three tabs, of ‘About’ - containing the single/multiple
descriptions, ‘Related’ - for examples and/or related concepts, ‘Resources’ -
for additional resources on understanding the current concept.







Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit,
sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore
magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in
voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur.
Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in
culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Formula
Figure 7.1: A complete math entity card design
Assistant (PRMA) that could recommend Open Educational Resources (OERs),
e.g., video, Wikipedia page, or slides to users. A similar approach could be
tailored to create suggestions for math entity cards. Along with this approach,
we believe capturing the clicks of users could be utilized to tailor the sugges-
tions for resource and related concept on the card. Related concepts could
also be mined from existing ‘See-Also’ section on pages from Wikipedia.
As seen earlier, for math information retrieval math entity cards act as
an interesting piece of the navigation puzzle between Formulas and Concepts.
They help address a factual informational need from both ends: users search-
ing for the names and description of a formula, as well as users searching for
the representative formula for a particular concept. Math entity cards help in
this bidirectional access of information, without increasing the overall need to








Subject: Seeking Participants for Math Search Experiment
The Document and Pattern Recognition Lab (DPRL) at RIT is seeking par-
ticipants for an experiment studying new math-aware search engines. These
search engines compare documents using both their text and math, and sup-
port search using queries that contain keywords and formulas.
The study should last 30 minutes. Participants will be paid $10 for their time.
If you would like to participate in the project or have any questions, please
contact Abishai Dmello (ad7527@rit.edu).
Questions about your rights as a participant may be directed to Heather Foti
(Associate Director, Human Subjects Research Office, RIT: hmfsrs@rit.edu
(585) 475-7673) or Dr. Zanibbi (Principal Investigator, rxzvcs@rit.edu, (585)
475-5023).
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Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Dr. Richard Zanibbi
Professor, Department of Computer Science,




Seeking Participants for Math-Aware Search Experiment 
The Document and Pattern Recognition Lab (DPRL) at RIT is looking 
for participants in an experiment studying new math-aware search 
engines. These search engines compare documents using both their 
text and math, and support search using queries that contain keywords 
and formulas.  
 
The study is expected to last a t  most  th i r ty  minutes . 
Participants will be paid $10 for their time. 
 
If you would like to participate in the project or have any questions, 
please contact Abishai Dmello, ad7527@rit.edu, (585) 747-3712.  
 
Any questions about your rights as a participant may be directed to 
Heather Foti (Associate Director, Human Subjects Research Office, RIT: 
hmfsrs@rit.edu (585) 475-7673), and/or Dr. Zanibbi (Principal 

















































































































































































































































































































































































Thank you for volunteering to participate in our user study.
The study is being conducted to understand, information preference in users
performing Math Information Retrieval.
No personally identifiable information is collected during the study, the system
will assign you a randomly generated ID. Your name and University ID is
collected for university financial purposes and will not be included in any
reports or further publications of the data.
The study is expected to take about 30-35 min to complete, You are free to
leave the study at any point in time if you feel uncomfortable. You will be
reimbursed at the end of the study or at any point you leave, provided you
have signed the consent form.
— Time to Read and Sign Consent Form —
Instructions :
• We are going to show you a series of queries, in the form of text-keywords
or math formulas.
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• You would then be asked to assess cards, intended to provide information
related to the queries.
A reminder :
• The evaluation is purely of the system under test and is in no way in-
tended to serve as a test of your mathematical knowledge.
• You are encouraged to take your time to carefully consider each scenario
before responding, but do respond as quickly as possible as it is a timed
task.
The experiment has the following sections:
• Instruction Page
• Demographic Survey
• Practice Trials : You would have four practice trials to help familiarize
yourself with the interface. Feel free to ask questions, if any during
the practice trials, after which no questions can be answered. You are
encouraged to respond making your best judgement.
• User Study
• Post-Study Questionnaire.
You are free to change your responses before proceeding to the next section or
the next question. Please do not use the browser back button, or any keyboard
shortcuts to go to the previous page at any point of the study.
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Appendix D
Card Types in Human Experiment
D.1 Symbols
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.1: Card Types for Congruence
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.2: Card Types for Inequality
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.3: Card Types for Line Integral
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.4: Card Types for Complex Conjugate
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.5: Card Types for Cross Product
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.6: Card Types for Aleph Number
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.7: Card Types for Converse Implication
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.8: Card Types for Projective Space
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.9: Card Types for Compact Embedding
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.10: Card Types for Partial Derivative
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.11: Card Types for Plus-Minus
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.12: Card Types for Left Open Interval
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.13: Card Types for Entailment
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.14: Card Types for Beth Number
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.15: Card Types for Wreath Product
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description




Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.17: Card Types for Adsorption
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.18: Card Types for Autonomous Consumption
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.19: Card Types for Rotating Unbalance
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.20: Card Types for Classification Of Electromagnetic Fields
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.21: Card Types for Reality Structure
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.22: Card Types for Magnetic Energy
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.23: Card Types for Mired
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.24: Card Types for Allan Variance
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.25: Card Types for Angular Velocity
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.26: Card Types for Equianharmonic
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.27: Card Types for Huge Cardinal
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.28: Card Types for Ratio Test
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.29: Card Types for Divisor
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.30: Card Types for Solenoid
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.31: Card Types for Conformational Isomerism
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description




Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.33: Card Types for Rayleigh Distribution
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.34: Card Types for Bernoulli’s Inequality
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.35: Card Types for Lower Hybrid Oscillation
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.36: Card Types for Sine
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.37: Card Types for Phase Retrieval
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.38: Card Types for Electrostatic Force Microscope
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.39: Card Types for Integral Equation
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.40: Card Types for Dew Point
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.41: Card Types for Oscillatory Integral
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.42: Card Types for Gumbel Distribution
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.43: Card Types for Klecka’s Tau
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.44: Card Types for Epimorphism
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.45: Card Types for Optical Transfer Function
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.46: Card Types for Lee Distance
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(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.47: Card Types for Parallelogram Law
(a) Description-Formula-
Title (b) Formula-Title (c) Description-Title
(d) Description-Formula
(e) Formula
(f) Title (g) Description
Figure D.48: Card Types for Antenna Gain To Noise Temperature
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Appendix E
Mathematical Concepts as per familiarity in
Human Experiment
E.1 Symbols
Table E.1: Familiar and Less Familiar, Symbols used for Human Experiment.
*Indicates Practice Trials
Sr No Familiar Less Familiar
1 Congruence Aleph Number
2 Inequality Converse Implication
3 Line Integral Projective Space
4 Complex Conjugate Compact Embedding
5 Cross Product Entailment
6 Partial Derivative Beth number
7 Plus-Minus Wreath Product




Table E.2: Familiar and Less Familiar, Small Formulas used for Human Ex-
periment. *Indicates Practice Trials
Sr No Familiar Less Familiar
1 Adsorption Autonomous Consumption
2 Rotating Unbalance Classification of Electromagentic Fields
3 Magnetic Energy Reality Structure
4 Mired Allan Variance
5 Angular Velocity Equianharmonic
6 Ratio Test Hugh Cardinal
7 Divisor Conformational Isomerism
8 Solenoid Chézy Formula
9 Pythagorean Theorem*
E.3 Large Formulas
Table E.3: Familiar and Less Familiar, Large Formulas used for Human Ex-
periment. *Indicates Practice Trials
Sr No Familiar Less Familiar
1 Rayleigh Distribution Lower Hybrid Oscillation
2 Bernoulli’s Inequality Phase Retrieval
3 Sine Electrostatic Force Microscope
4 Integral Equation Oscillatory Integral
5 Dew Point Gumbel Distribution
6 Optical Transfer Function Klecka’s Tau
7 Parallelogram Law Epimorphism


























































































Figure F.2: Distribution of Usefulness Scores across total number of cards for
Less Familiar Concept



























Average usefulness score 
1 - Not Useful
2 - Slightly Useful
3 - Moderately Useful




Figure F.3: Average Usefulness Scores per Card Type for Familiar Concepts
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Average usefulness score 
1 - Not Useful
2 - Slightly Useful
3 - Moderately Useful




Figure F.4: Average Usefulness Scores per Card Type for Less Familiar Con-
cepts
TF
























































































Figure F.6: Distribution of Usefulness Scores across total number of cards for
Small Formulas
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